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Abstract:
In this research, problems are discussed dynamically distributed systems that relate to the sharing of data and communication from one system to another over the network. A distributed system communicates with its related systems by sending and receiving messages over the internet and in this way, it fulfills its work. When we discuss dynamic distributed systems, it means that it includes many different changeable types of networks, different operating systems like android, mac, windows, different software processors portability, breaking down of WAN, and inter-process communication errors. Another problem that accrues in distributed systems is latency. So, it is very difficult to develop software for these types of environments. Proposed work is related to make message communication in distributed systems easy, reliable, and efficient. For the sharing of data, coherence is responsible. Every problem can be solved but that proper appropriate methods and algorithms are required. We create a new method which is a dynamic atomic shared memory for message communication. A properly stated method is proposed for message communication and then implemented. According to this method, owners can be changed dynamically and their access to read and write also changes.

1. Introduction

In this research, problems are discussed dynamically distributed systems that relate to the sharing of data and communication from one system to another over the network. A distributed system communicates with its related systems by sending and receiving messages over the internet and in this way, it fulfills its work. When we discuss dynamic distributed systems then it means that it includes many different changeable types of networks, different operating systems like android, mac, windows, different software processors portability, breaking down of WAN, and inter-process communication errors. The communication mechanism in distributed systems is related to how the system sends and receives messages from one system to another over the internet. In distributed systems, multiple systems relate to each other’s, so a specific and well-defined method is required.
for efficient and accurate communication. To fulfill this purpose, we developed a method which insured the accuracy and reliability of communication in processes. The focus of this work is to gain favorable results and assuring of communication and it helps to develop application easier. The reliability provides a guarantee about communication and coherence provides a guarantee about the sharing of data. Algorithms results are checked at lower bound to explain the limitations and cost of problems that can be faced. We create a new method which is a dynamic atomic shared memory for message communication. A properly stated method is proposed for message communication and then implemented. According to this method, owners can be changed dynamically and their access to read and write also changed. In this proposed work, we provide the best solution for implementation for communications in dynamic distributed systems that avoid crashes. Its performance in evaluates timing and failure of communication.

2. Literature Review

In the past, work is done for the inquiry of a lot of complications, errors and duplication of data on distributed algorithms [6,7], and group membership and communication mechanisms are checked [5,8]. We also focused on the previously implemented studies [3, 13]. A lot of mechanisms are used in different academic and commercial systems for communication in processes. They act as a middleware for the process to process communication in distributed systems. Mostly they used in group communication distributed systems [4]. An inspirational work which helps to develop this work is atomic data from dynamic voting systems [15] protocols. This system can manage a lot of processors in distributed systems [14]. To handle the problems just like inconsistency in the breakdown of communications in processes, and some are used to demand the systems for configuration. It is noticed that it is very useful for problem detection and generates solutions for these problems. From recent studies and it is noticed that algorithms are very complex which are developed to detect the problems and errors in distributed systems. Such algorithms help a lot to decrease the complexity by using global services with good interface and practices. An example of this conscious algorithm which provides a baseline for other related works [9]. To check the performance and efficiency of this algorithm, decomposition is used.

3. Problem Statement:

Dynamic Distributed Systems

For data sharing and communication problems in dynamic distributed systems, we are focusing new direction. The environment will be less interacting for example an unlimited number of processors, Request from the user to join and leave the system. Our purpose is for coherent theory and we see service for the lower bound and upper bound algorithm results. With the passage of time, the number of processes and their connections is changed over a network. Processors can be added, recover if they fail in a network. Processors can be connected via mobile and wirelessly. An application may move from one place to another, on these conditions we will consider distributed running application which has identification and information of users include file, multimedia, real-world information, and
games.

4. Approach

As the high-level global services are solved, communication and data sharing problems are solved in the same way. According to the environmental performance expectation, these services maintain the problems and fault tolerance.

Research on distributed services focuses on correctness. On the other hand, Algorithm focuses on performance. Our work will combine these two techniques which will produce algorithms that work efficiently will break down in dynamic distributed systems then performance and fault tolerance squeeze out by global services. We will include a balanced study of performance and service assurance. Atomicity is expensive so resolve consistency which may reduce the cost and will provide benefits.

The setting of these techniques is difficult, so it is also difficult to develop these algorithms which means that we have to break down bigger pieces into smaller pieces. These pieces will be viewed as lower-level global services. These services will provide data sharing and lower-level communication for example resource allocation, routing, failure, and progress detection. These services also include fault tolerance and performance which can be repeated again and again. The work we focus to achieve goals are given below:

- State new services focus on communication and data sharing in a Distributed environment
- Developing and analyzing an algorithm in a dynamic system to implement these services

This work is achieved by the mathematical framework based on state machines which include the feature to convey timing issues, behavior, and probabilistic behavior. Give assistance to Meta theory include models, measure performance and analysis proof methods will also be developed. Our theoretical work contributes features to the implementation and testing of distributed systems services. This work is conducted by examples that are selected from file management, application prototype, collected information, games, and computer cooperative work. During developing the specification for the system, we also focus on the developer’s opinion and information for service assurance.

5. Atomic Memory Service

Reconfigurable memory service on the algorithm for a distributed system that can be used to reading and writing memory in a dynamic network [12]. Users can join and leave during the action of mathematical calculation. Examples are mobile and peer computing networks. The benefit of this service is that data can survive for a long time in a dynamic setting.

We identify and introduce atomic memory serves as a global service called RAMBO means Reconfigurable atomic memory for basic objects. Dynamic distributed algorithms implement this global service. To obtain presence objects are reproduce and also to obtain repetition in the availability of small changes algorithm use configuration which includes read and write sets of belonging struc-
ture. To provide large and small changes algorithms use reconfiguration in which members are updated. These types of updates do not use any infraction and objects configuration can install any time.

The algorithm includes major actions like reading, writing, configuration, and out of date configuration. Algorithm merge in the main algorithm which handles garbage collection and global reconfiguration services. Reconnoiter provide the main algorithm to repeat configuration. Reconfiguration does not fit tightly in the main algorithm. The major configuration may be used one time but read and write use them all the time.

The main algorithm performs read and write operations. Information collected from reading operations and spread information from writing operations. Both operation use for active configuration. This communication put into the background which allows the algorithm to maintain information. Every stage is finished by a condition that includes objects from the configuration. Read and write actions may run simultaneously. Garbage collection is used when there is no type of configuration used for repetition.

Reconfiguration service is executed by a distributed algorithm that involves a general agreement to configuration. An object from a new configuration may introduce a new configuration, many invitations are consistent by running general agreement among objects. General agreement executed by the Paxos algorithm [11]. That type of general agreement is slow but in some condition may not be finished but they do not read and write action slowly.

Garbage collection uses two stages in which the first stage communicates with old configuration and the second stage communicates with the new configuration. Garbage collection action makes sure that objects of reading and writing old configuration learn new configuration.

We evaluate performance based on time and failure action means garbage collection occurs from time to time, reconfiguration is requested for garbage collection to keep up, objects of active configuration do not fail, then we show that read and write action perform in maximum latency time.

Our proposed method is to overcome problems found in the previous literature that is PAXOS algorithm used for the process to process.
communication and when the failure of one process occurs it disturbs Communication. Global service called RAMBO Reconfigurable atomic memory for basic objects. Dynamic distributed algorithms implement this global service. Our method includes major action like reading writing, configuration, and reconfigure out of date configuration as we can see in figure 1. The first step includes the Algorithm merge in the main algorithm. The main Algorithm handles garbage collection and the global reconfiguration services in the main algorithm perform read and write operation. Information collected from reading operations and spread information to writing operations. Both operation use for active configuration. This communication put into the background which allows the algorithm to maintain information. Every stage is finished by a condition that includes objects from the configuration. Read and write actions may run simultaneously. Garbage collection is used when there is no type of configuration used for repetition.

6. Conclusion

Our proposed work is different from other works because it acts as a middleware in communication in distributed systems. There are a lot of different frameworks such as CORBA, DCE, and Java/JIN which are used to develop different distributed systems. But they have small scope according to their components, their specification, and architecture according to their formal definition and informally from their behavior. By using these methods and services, the performance of dynamic distributed systems cannot be supported by these frameworks. On the other hand, our proposed work is very helpful to provide initial help to handle the faults and errors during communications. This proposed work is best because its interface and behavior are accurately elaborated. The performance and fault tolerance for communication in distributed systems are mentioned in the behavior of an algorithm. The reliability, accuracy, error detection and handling, and performance can be handled by our proposed method because it handles it during its computation.

We are assuring that our proposed work will be very helpful in the theory of algorithms construction. It will provide the analysis for complications accrue during communication in dynamic distributed systems. It will provide as much strong communication and accuracy as available in static distributed systems. This project is based on the theoretical. To develop the dynamic distributed systems, our algorithm and framework are very strong to ensure the accuracy and performance of systems. Some additional work is required just like ours into systems for some other purpose. It is as same as components that are created by the help of object-oriented and component technologies in software engineering [2].
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